DECOLUX LIGHTING SOLUTION
(A SSI LED LIGHT FITTING MANUFACTURING UNIT)

119, COTTON STREET KOLKATA-700007 (INDIA)
TELEFAX +91 33 6565 0099
E mail - info@decoluxlighting.com; www.decoluxlighting.com
Why LED in INDIA?

- As lighting consumes 25% of total consumption in any building which is just next to HVAC consumption so we need to focus on lighting in context of energy conservation.

- As LED has the capability of reducing 90% of energy consumption in lighting therefore it has a huge demand in the market moreover it is cost effective.
Company Profile:

- Manufactures of unit (Quality Luminaries) at Kolkata under the brand name DECOLUX.

- The organization has been promoted by professionals in the field who have collectively more than 20 YEARS of experience in the field of ILLUMINATION ENGINEERING in all the facets like designing, manufacturing and marketing.

- Manufacture of custom built luminaries for any critical application as per the customer’s requirements.
Application Areas of LED base luminaries:

- a) Commercial and decorative luminaries for interiors
- b) Industrial luminaries for various mounting heights like low bay, medium bay & High bay
- c) Street lighting and public area lighting
- d) Flood lighting for various applications like sports, ports, marshalling yards etc.
Special features of luminaries:

A) Good basic engineering design
B) Good optical design
C) Low energy costs
D) Retrofit solutions in LED
Achievement:

Various PROJECTS executed:

- SATYAJIT RAY FLIM INSTITUTE
- ITC HOTEL
- P.G.HOSPITAL C.M.R.I ROOM
- KOLKATA SCIENCITY
- TAJ BENGA HOTEL, KOLKATA
THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND ATTENTION AND PATIENT HEARING..